SCE EnergyManager®

Monitor, Analyze, and Manage
Your Company’s Energy Usage

SCE EnergyManager® is a powerful web-based
application that helps you monitor, analyze,
and report your company’s energy usage.
With the knowledge and insight gained, you
have the means to more effectively manage
your energy costs.

Energy Management as
Cost Management
Businesses today are responsible for the efficient use
of energy resources while reducing impact on the
environment and on the bottom line. Energy can comprise
a significant portion of your operating costs. Careful
monitoring, recording, and reporting of energy usage is the
foundation for all levels of an organization to understand
how to better manage energy resources, and ultimately,
how to better manage costs.

The reporting functions within SCE EnergyManager help
provide you with key information1 such as:
• Summary of minimum, maximum, and average
energy usage
• Energy usage and load peak in 15-minute intervals
• 10-Day Average Baseline usage
• Estimated costs for previous day’s usage
• Comparison of usage between time periods
• Comparison of usage between service accounts
• Detailed cost and usage breakdown from bills
• Comparison of billing charges on current rate or tariff
plan versus another plan
• Ability to export billing data to a spreadsheet

SCE EnergyManager® is offered
as three modules:
• SCE EnergyManager Basic®
• SCE Cost Manager®
• SCE Bill Manager®

1 Information based on metered data. Limits on quarter-hourly, hourly, daily, monthly, or annual data apply; see report descriptions and parameters for details.
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SCE EnergyManager®

Monitor, Analyze, and Manage
Your Company’s Energy Usage
Better Intelligence for a
Challenging Environment
Cost management. Profitability. Sustainability. Businesses
face challenges from multiple stakeholders who want to be
sure the organization is running efficiently and optimizing
output, while being environmentally and socially responsible.

SCE EnergyManager Analysis
and Reporting Features
Previous-Day Data (Included)
Usage data available next day

√

Current and historical monthly bill data

√

View data in charts, graphs, and tables

√

• When is my company using the most or least electricity?

Save customized, frequently-accessed reports

√

• Can we shift our usage to periods with lower rates to
avoid peak pricing?

Trend data — identify highs and lows

√

• Are we following our energy reduction strategies?

Aggregation of multiple service accounts

√

• Are we consistently using less energy than in previous
months or years?

Variance analysis

√

Benchmark facility cost and usage

√

Technical and Eligibility Requirements

Energy cost estimation*

√

For Medium or Large Businesses with an
Assigned SCE Account Manager/Representative

Rate comparisons

√

Download data to Excel file

√

Access PDFs of monthly bills (up to 48 months)

√

SCE EnergyManager tools help facilitate the collection and
organization of information to answer your vital questions.

• Internet access
• Must have an SCE-approved meter capable of
recording usage at 15-minute intervals

Same-Day Data (Additional fees apply)

• Registration in SCE My Account is required
Hourly usage data

$60/month per
enrolled account

Quarter-hourly usage data

$100/month per
enrolled account

* Some cost information/reporting functionality is not available for all accounts
and may require a specific type of meter.

For more information, contact your Account Manager or
call the SCE EnergyManager Help Desk at 1-888-462-7078.
Visit us online at sce.com/energymanager.

This fact sheet is meant to be an aid in understanding the SCE EnergyManager ® suite of tools. Please refer to Schedule CC-DSF, under SCE’s Tariff Books. Energy cost estimates,
rate comparisons, and rate scenario comparisons are intended as estimates only and are not a guarantee of rates or eligibility; actual billed data may vary.
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